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/l/ - The Lounge
Non board-specific discussion

[Make a Post]
Blogs and forums Nanonymous 2019-10-19 22:54:52 No.15523 (S)[D][U][F][S][L][A][C]

>>19804 >>19860

>>19868
File: d7875f34a7bcfde11581eab690647264cc6239808f095bbed95051c6ea9c1f18.png (dl) (179.79 KiB)

What the fuck happened to them?
Just until some years ago it was full of forums about every kind of
topic and everybody had their blog which was sometime of really high
quality, then slowly they started to disappear and now it's really
difficult to find decent ones.
I blame this on fucking twitter and reddit cancer, twitter lowered
the quality of blogging to the point that it's a waste of time to
read any twitter feed, it also bringed all the normalcattle in,
while reddit completely destroyed forums and most importantly it
destroyed unique communities, now every subreddit is the same
fucking shit, literally nothing of value remained.
Discuss about this issue and post good active forums and blogs if you know some, bonus points if
they support tor.
My interests are technology, anime, videogames and piracy
Nanonymous 2019-10-19 23:14:57 No.15524 [D]

>>15525 >>15526

They were replaced by chatrooms and chans like hima etc. where everyone just posts in one thread
(and where everyone is in the same chatroom offsite anyway)
People who publish artistic works still use blogs
Nanonymous 2019-10-19 23:21:32 No.15525 [D]

>>15545 >>15582

>>15524
>They were replaced by chatrooms
Yeah also discord is to blame if you meant that.
>like hima etc
What is hima?
>People who publish artistic works still use blogs
Really? I'm not so sure about that.
I know an artist irl and she uses instagram, pinterest and deviantart to publish her stuff.
I even tried to convince her to set up a website with a blog, but i had no success.
Post good artists blogs?
Nanonymous 2019-10-19 23:28:33 No.15526 [D]
>>15524
>They were replaced by chatrooms and chans like hima etc. where everyone just posts in one thread
My thoughts as well.
Also, people don`t go looking to actively read dense information anymore. You want an answer to a
question? Just type it into Google and it`ll give it to you instantaneously.
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Nanonymous 2019-10-20 00:41:57 No.15529 [D]

>>15623

The only long form blogs I read now are political and politically-adjacent, because it's the last
place to get 'deplatformed', due to people's general disinterest.
Nanonymous 2019-10-20 06:55:06 No.15540 [D]

>>15615

Forums are oldfag media. Which means there still are some.
Blogs are alive still but hey, they are actually shit. It's a lot of information, sure, but the
quality of sources and the material itself is questionable. How about reading a BOOK you webobsessed moron?
Nanonymous 2019-10-20 08:13:00 No.15545 [D]

>>15615 >>19804

>>15525
>I know an artist irl and she uses instagram
She....SHE?! If you are not fucking her then you are a cuck
Nanonymous 2019-10-20 09:46:51 No.15547 [D]

>>15615

Pirates get nothing from me, get a job, loser.
Nanonymous 2019-10-20 09:49:00 No.15548 [D][U][F]

>>15584
File: 24066a72b7f94b05005a6d69be4b918c5078f75244ecac51f7950677b02bc864.jpg (dl) (81.18 KiB)

Why do I have to work my ass off and still get at best only a
fraction of what is given to others for free

Nanonymous 2019-10-21 01:19:16 No.15582 [D]

>>15615

>>15525
>artist
>she
>uses instagram, pinterest, and deviantart
Whatever the cumdumpster you know is, isn't an artist.
Have you dumped your cum on her yet?
I'm going to assume yes, because you pretend to put up with her shit enough to do it here, atta
boy.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 04:04:42 No.15584 [D]

>>33107

>>15548
wealth accumulation is exponential so children of the rentier class collect money for nothing, and
get their chicks for free.
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Nanonymous 2019-10-21 16:12:50 No.15602 [D]

>>15604 >>15615

Here are some of my bookmarks, imo bretty gud:
https://dressupgeekout.blogspot.com/ (netbsd tips)
http://arcadey.net/ (*pop music stuff)
https://drewdevault.com/ (various *nix info/logs/tips)
https://sapiensanonym.blogspot.com/ (ghetto biohacking)
https://solar.lowtechmagazine.com/ (aiming towards technological self-sustainability)
If you want more, then you should definitely search around gopherspace, the phlogosphere has seen
some sort of revival recently, so you can find a lot of various content there.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 16:47:32 No.15604 [D]

>>15605 >>15608

>>15602
>check pop site out of morbid curiosity
>katy perry has a ganguro tan and flamenco blouse
It's weird how k-pop girls ape white features while white pop stars try to be browner.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 17:03:32 No.15605 [D]
>>15604
There could be a simple explanation for this.
First of all, probably not all pop stars do it. At the same time, the contemporary (and honestly,
all-time) trend for artists and showpersons is to be exotic. And one way to be exotic is looks.
Obviously, pop stars will most definitely take that route, and some of them will remain more or
less "traditional" as far as racial makeup goes, at least, because that would preserve variety and
because there are probably more conservative audiences and shitting on your fans is beyond stupid.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 17:21:03 No.15608 [D][U][F]

>>15616 >>15619 >>15626
File: 764cd53e33dcb02ffa48ea618fdbc56eaa9fe4e2a5ebac86c886886869c486ef.jpg (dl) (202.23 KiB)

>>15604
Explain to me, somebody, the appeal of popstars and consequently kpop. Most of them are not even nice to look at. What's so
interesting 'bout them?
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Nanonymous 2019-10-21 18:39:17 No.15615 [D][U][F]

>>15618
File: bf5959757a046692ee1f04dcf1a9ce9a3556cb3b31461e2db8926bbf85047694.png (dl) (898.84 KiB)

>>15540
>Forums are oldfag media. Which means there still are some.
Can you gib links?
>How about reading a BOOK you web-obsessed moron?
It's not the same thing, blogs are not books and books are not
blogs, i already read books and it's a different experience, also
you can't find books on really niche stuff like a genre of anime or
some weird technology or project(i still like books thou).
>>15545
>>15582
Yeah also no thanks, she is married and older than me.
>>15547
Post non-piracy links then or don't, whatever. On some anime piracy
forums i used to lurk in, there was also lot of off-topic or anime
discussion in general which i found pleasant, i don't even really need to download stuff.
>>15602
I'll give the links a look later \ ^_^ /
>gopherspace
I have yet to search there, thanks for reminding fren.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 18:49:13 No.15616 [D][U][F]

>>15617 >>28334
File: 51b3059b7bf891ec68a8a66cc27383954830ce0a61881cbfcf772e5286292e7a.jpg (dl) (62.93 KiB)

>>15608
Popstars and k-pop are normalfag stuff.
The ugly noises they make aren't music, and they're all whores.
That's what normalfags like, ugly noises and whores.

Nanonymous 2019-10-21 18:58:42 No.15617 [D][U][F]

File: d21e83d1ef2fe8ccd561d87bb043e4b1caed386c58a266fc0d3caa1a31231236.jpg (dl) (704.54 KiB)

>>15616
What's the point of looking at whores in a televi? Just sit on train
and pretend you read or somethin'.
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Nanonymous 2019-10-21 18:58:49 No.15618 [D]
>>15615
>Can you gib links?
I don't visit them. I just randomly end up on some forum quite often after looking up some stuff.
Sometimes it's helpful, sometimes it isn't.
>it's a different experience
What I mean to say is that blogs are shit experience. That's all.
>really niche stuff like a genre of anime
Written by who? I have read enough moronic idiots without any education on cultorology or
whatsoever spouting retarded meme bullshit. Just watch anime dude, it's hard to make conclusions
about anime if you're not Japanese.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 19:10:40 No.15619 [D]
>>15608
>What's so interesting 'bout them?
A thirsty man really is a pathetic creature. I mean, people orbit chicks ONLINE without any hope
for that pussay whatsoever, so that idol faggotry is relatively mild even.
It's difficult to pinpoint what's going through their heads, possibly they dream about some
totally unrealistic intimate encounter with them until they grow up, and some people never grow
up.
Also a few points on why asian hos are so attractive to a white man in the first place. As we all
know, white wimmin are either whores or already taken, so a loser white man finds himself looking
at Asian babes. Asian girls may be cold manipulative cunts (I suppose all women are to a certain
degree, and the few who are not/a little are either terribly autistic or already taken) but they
sure know how to attract a man. They know how to look good and they know how to behave, i.e in a
pleasant way. Idols just take it to a degree of perfection. Do you see Western stars in all those
cute anime outfits? You fucking don't.
Nanonymous 2019-10-21 19:29:03 No.15623 [D][U][F]

>>19804
File: 5edb16f3db9ba9243dcfee2d065d19e17d8e0b2d4c4431e34688f21ac273251b.ogg (dl) (14.34 MiB)

0:00 / 0:00
What do you think of things like the Pleroma?
While its use of the twitter format makes it inherently more susceptible to short and vapid
posting, the right niches are fun and have connected me with people who share attributes with me
not found anywhere else on the normie web.
I want to see more things like neocities: bare bones enough for creativity, but enough provided to
you to not make it too expensive an tedious in several ways.
I'd love for more people to have neocities accounts whom I could chat thoroughly with. That'd be
neat.
>>15529
It's sad that the most thorough/detailed blogs & forums have to be the most political now, too. I
miss the days of youth where I could just relax and learn about and talk about interesting, niche
things where irl discussion wouldn't be possible due to time, contextual conflicts, etc.
Take me back. http://axqzx4s6s54s32yentfqojs3x5i7faxza6xo3ehd4bzzsg2ii4fv2iid.onion/watch?
v=nDDLgSwVX-A&listen=1
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Nanonymous 2019-10-21 20:07:07 No.15626 [D][U][F]

File: 64d0d814e83e8e915a8f0ee06bf22deb7192a08ea1b5b3e9e5dadf18b8a3e546.jpg (dl) (731.96 KiB)

>>15608
>What's so interesting 'bout them?
Honestly, not much. They're all just corporate dolls, carefully
crafted to maximize profit.
The only group I've ever fell for was Crayon Pop, just because their
energy is fucking contagious, it's impossible to be sad with them
and their music (aside from bbb) is actually pretty good.

Nanonymous 2019-10-21 21:00:43 No.15634 [D]

>>15643

I find http://www.tlmc.eu/ to be rather excellent. Specific enough to optimize thoroughness yet
broad enough to be defensive from becoming stale
Blogs i like Nanonymous 2019-10-22 02:06:22 No.15643 [D][U][F]

>>15645 >>15651
File: 2000f07c833a06a7e1554c4563d6da489de46698477cf5d729e1889a35477531.png (dl) (3.49 MiB)

>>15634
I also like the tlmc blog, this post in particular is glorious
http://www.tlmc.eu/2017/05/next-gen-p2p.html
wish he wrote more tech stuff like that, it's mostly about gachas
now but like rwx makes a fucking gacha game that i don't even play
sounds interesting, that's some blogging talent.
Another blog i read is
https://digdeeper.neocities.org
you probably know it already, speaking of forums btw he made a post about them ranking their
privacy, this is what he writes about 8chan(he categorize imageboards as forums which is not
compeltely wrong i guess):
>This used to be a great imageboard I've loved posting on. Unfortunately, they recently have been
framed into allegedly having a killer post on their boards (when in reality he posted his
manifesto on Instagram and it was simply reposted by someone else). Their CDN (the evil
CloudFlare) then took it down because of an alleged harm caused by 8chan (despite hosting actual
criminals). I wanted to wait this whole situation out, thinking they will just get a new CDN
within a few days (the admin posted an encouraging message on his twitter "We are using the
downtime now to scale 8chan's servers, networking, and software to be stronger for when we come
back online.") but it hasn't happened and likely won't - and that's because "8chan is voluntarily
down until Jim attends a congressional hearing. The date is September 5th." He wil have to explain
the situation with the alleged shooters posting on 8chan and probably be probed with a million
other questions. This used to be a top tier board that will now likely die (or become governmentcontrolled) because the elites hated actual free speech and decided to bury it. The users have
scattered around in many different places that are not quite the same. We're losing the internet,
and fast.
https://digdeeper.neocities.org/ghost/forums.html
i wonder how nanochan would rank compared to the others in the list.
I don't always agree with him on political stuff, but tech content is good.
Yeat another blog i read, discovered though digdeeper is
https://rainheaven.neocities.org/
it's a really comfy blog about a military guy that is into music, anime and privacy, he used to
write about news earlier this year, then he switched to a journal format.
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 05:12:15 No.15645 [D]

>>15646

>>15643
If were posting blogs, I'll share this one: http://ludens.cl
This post is very cool: http://ludens.cl/paradise/turbine/turbine.html
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Nanonymous 2019-10-22 07:17:12 No.15646 [D]
>>15645
Amazing and really inspirational. I wonder how much it all cost.
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 14:25:14 No.15651 [D][U][F]

>>15659 >>15688 >>15809
File: 5dd92e274bf0e41d62ad1ec3675f3c40f1b05e41b36d7c7ffb3b5095a7d0b87d.ogg (dl) (12.66 MiB)

0:00 / 0:00
>>15643
>I don't always agree with him on political stuff, but tech content is good.
Are you me? We hold such similar opinions in this post haha. Everything you said correlates with a
stance I've ha at one point or another.
>i wonder how nanochan would rank compared to the others in the list
My bet is that he's already been browsing onion boards for awhile, but, is clever enough not to
mention them on the clearnet so as not to ruin the communities.
I particularly like Digdeeper's software stuff. It's very difficult to refute his browser guide. I
still have yet to see a single anon do a half-decent job at it. It's always butthurt excuses like
"Palemoon is a made by a furfag lolll" and "it blocked uBlock origin that one time reeee". Going
on that, I'm so glad to have found uMatrix. Digdeeper really lays out why it's the best well. I
can't fathom why people would use uBlock or other one switch type blockers over it when they're
more bloated yet do less. The only issue with uMatrix is that it's apparently hard for retards to
use it, which I find mind boggling. People act like you have to know web dev to get it; here I am
not knowing any programming of any sort and using uMatrix totally comfortably and efficiently.
I've been in the process of making my own neocities site for awhile now. Here's to you one of you
maybe reading it someday
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 17:45:46 No.15659 [D]

>>15660 >>15661

>>15651
uMatrix only blocks element types per-domain not specific ads.
I prefer uMatrix+uBlock, as you get a more complete job if you have to enable stuff in uMatrix.
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 18:02:53 No.15660 [D][U][F]

>>15687
File: a53ed49b98ae801dc38196bc0b6d39be4ed7c9b1fdcbefe7404c2004cb611c3f.jpg (dl) (2.37 MiB)

>>15659
The whole point of using uMatrix instead of uBlock to block ads is that you
can just block all third-party requests or even better all javascript, 99% of
ads are loaded from third-party domains scripts, so if you block all thirdparty requests you block all ads without needing any list.
It's the difference between blacklisting(uBlock) and whitelisting(uMatrix).
If you want you can still use uBlock on top, for example to prevent WebRTC
leaks or for cosmetic filters, but i suggest to block all third-parties with
uMatrix regardless.
just my two cents
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Nanonymous 2019-10-22 18:14:54 No.15661 [D]

>>15687

>>15659
Can you give an example of this combo's superiority? So far, every ad I've encountered has been
linked to a blockable domain, and every instance where I've had to block that domain in order to
block the ad has not broken virtually anything about the site. The only instance I can guess
uMatrix doesn't suffice in effectiveness is when it blocks an ad and there is a giant blank space
where the ad used to be. This has only happened to me on the shittiest, most bloated sites,
though. I can't see why uBlock's additional features of being able to block a trivial set of
aesthetic elements and ability to block WebRTC is worth the bloat. You must have to browse some
really retarded and homosexual sites to want to spend resources on such a redundant addon.
https://digdeeper.neocities.org/ghost/addons.html#adblockers
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 19:49:38 No.15662 [D]

>>15664

I'm a big fan of HTTPS Switchboard as far as security browser plugins go. You get a lot of control
over what is and isn't blocked. It has a lot of customizability.
Nanonymous 2019-10-22 23:25:04 No.15664 [D]
>>15662
Why would you use HTTP Switchboard over its successor, uMatrix?
Nanonymous 2019-10-23 09:37:48 No.15667 [D][U][F]

File: 433bd9e02d1f7337830a5613b9b267405187c468a838ec4952ef09570cd90bf6.png (dl) (14.99 KiB)

Forums aren't as popular as before because people now prefers eating
their own shit on social medias, although it still seems to be very
popular in my country (France)

Nanonymous 2019-10-23 20:58:41 No.15687 [D]
>>15660
I agree, however there are some instances where you have to enable third party things which
results in specific elements (not domains or types of elements ie JS/CSS/XHR) that need to be
blocked.
Usually uMatrix is first defense, there are cases when you need to enable other domains that bring
unwanted elements or the domain itself is the problem (see below).
>>15661
www.amazon.com/gp/ would be one example of a domain you can't exactly block with uMatrix.
Note: amazon.com is the use case, not an Amazon ad on another site.
If you block that, you are blocking the entire site (JavaScript actually has nothing to do with it
in this case).
I could be wrong about the structure of the site, though, in which case; please enlighten me.
StackOverflow gives similar behavior as well (I have noticed anyway).
Even if I am completely wrong or if nothing else: this setup is more convenient, and allows access
to the (mentioned in posts above) specific blocking of elements and the WebRTC blocking afforded
by uBlock Origin.
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Nanonymous 2019-10-23 21:23:01 No.15688 [D]

>>15809

>>15651
What is that music (it sounds good)?
>palemoon
Personally I just don't like Palemoon.
I find it's UI cheap looking, and if I recall it's HTML5 support is lackluster compared to other
browsers (though maybe that has changed).
With options like Ungoogled-Chromium around I don't see much of a reason to use Palemoon, but
that's JMHO.
Nanonymous 2019-10-24 06:25:34 No.15694 [D][U][F]

>>15699
File: 37bde5869fa2106ac5d110ffc7fbe0f507b3c0be8cb2012501c60f609f70e9d0.png (dl) (15.00 KiB)

Many blogs and forums went away because it's hard to compete with
free. You do not need to setup hosting and software when using
Faceberg, Twatter and the like. Using one of those services also
allows you to use one profile/login to access many different topics,
whereas in the past, you'd need to create one for each forum or
blog. This is likely why imageboards became a popular alternative,
since they're not user-identity oriented.

Nanonymous 2019-10-24 12:06:19 No.15699 [D]
>>15694
IOW everyone became niggercattle for digital welfare.
Nanonymous 2019-10-26 13:17:20 No.15738 [D][U][F]

File: 5e5ad1c619638ef24af5f1458b07c31b8a8a9b96459ec9c1f5d5b2be207b98af.png (dl) (800.22 KiB)

Just discovered that www.hongfire.com died :(
And to make it worse the page now redirects to some shit trending
video network, fuck this is depressing.

Nanonymous 2019-10-27 17:44:57 No.15809 [D]
>>15688
>What is the music in >>15651
Fraunhofer Diffraction - Alone.
https://invidio.us/watch?v=zFLdjxFsUrY&listen=1
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Nanonymous 2019-10-29 11:21:45 No.15886 [D][U][F]

>>15901
File: 8292c7b48a4f647fbc40fcd7d35d25a745096e3e46206f8d573eb441272ac642.jpg (dl) (69.20 KiB)

https://colddarkstars.wordpress.com/
I read only the first blogpost. I'm more than capable of writing blogpost
like that. Where do they get the der Wille zur Tut?

Nanonymous 2019-10-29 17:14:41 No.15901 [D]

>>15915

>>15886
>marxist piffle
I blame myself for reading as much as I did.
Nanonymous 2019-10-30 00:08:18 No.15915 [D]
>>15901
Piffle paffle waffle baffle?
To what the fuck do you refer?
Nanonymous 2019-11-27 13:52:05 No.16937 [D]

>>16959

Any good technology forum?
Nanonymous 2019-11-27 20:14:07 No.16958 [D]

>>16959 >>16960

Take a look at our very own /g/.
Nanonymous 2019-11-27 20:14:55 No.16959 [D]
>>16958 for >>16937
Nanonymous 2019-11-27 20:27:59 No.16960 [D]
>>16958
I already know that one thou, was looking for something new.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 09:02:24 No.19790 [D]
bump
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jbt4rz Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:25:00 No.19804 [D]

>>19805 >>19806 >>19807 >>19852

>>15545
>cuck
Why is everyone using this word on every site. That word is invented by companies who are
promoting pornography, which means that majority of nanons/anons/users are in fact educated with
pornographic movies. The word "cuck" doesn't have meaning at all, and it is replacement for real
word "swinger". Why is everyone so easily persuaded into everything? Why is everyone lacking on
critical and logical judgemental stance and point of view of expressionism? What went THAT wrong
with the whole world, goddammit?
>>15623
I like this music, thx for post, may i ask you for source?
>>15523
Abkeonion
http://notbumpz34bgbz4yfdigxvd6vzwtxc3zpt5imukgl6bvip2nikdmdaad.onion/
Make sure to not act like an asshole to them, especially if you are into one on one chat. The
reason why am i telling this is because there are bunch of hackers on that forum who are capable
to ruin every life in a minute, so, be carefull there nanon, cuz i don't want to be responsible.
https://www.meetskip.com/
This chatroom is one of the biggest and rare chatrooms on the surface web and you can share
pictures on that forum.
As for your question "what the fuck happened", answer is pretty much simplistic than anyone think
it is...iphones happend and availability of internet to every human being in the world, which
means huge downfall on the actual original laughable contents...Than, we have those YT celebrities
who have enormous influence on to younger generations as well. The younger ones are coping them in
everything and the saddest thing is that there are little to none actual dudes and duddetes who
could show them that the whole world is a comedy ;^)
Peoples are forgetting how to laugh nowadays.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:30:38 No.19805 [D]
>>19804
smafaggin
Uhmm, why am i having these symbols implemented?
jbt4rz
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:40:47 No.19806 [D]

>>19809

>>19804
I'll add one more thing about Ableonion... 8 or 9 days ago i've witneesed in ruining one life from
some nsa fucktard who on that forum, so please be carefull nanons.
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Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:42:08 No.19807 [D][U][F]

>>19810
File: 10e37563b31e0f31521902ca7f50e74559dd150969b9c160a4bc007ee9c87be0.jpg (dl) (80.42 KiB)

>>19804
>>cuck
>That word is invented by companies who are promoting pornography
You are actually wrong, you shouldn't believe every conspiracy you
hear without doing research...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuckold#History_of_the_term
The word cuckold derives from the cuckoo bird, alluding to its habit
of laying its eggs in other birds' nests. The association is common
in medieval folklore, literature, and iconography.
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/cuckold
From Middle English cokolde, cokewold, cockewold, kukwald, kukeweld,
from Old French cucuault; a compound of cucu (“cuckoo”) (some
varieties of the cuckoo bird lay their eggs in another’s nest) and
Old French -auld. Cucu is either a directly derived onomatopoeic derivative of the cuckoo's call,
or from Latin cucūlus. Latin cucūlus is a compound of onomatopoeic cucu (compare Late Latin cucus)
and the diminutive suffix -ulus. -auld is from Frankish *-wald (similar suffixes are used in some
personal names within other Germanic languages as well; confer English Harold, for instance), a
suffixal use of Frankish *wald (“power, mastery, dominion”), from Proto-Germanic *waldą (“might,
power, authority”) (compare German Gewalt), from *waldaną (“to rule”), from Proto-Indo-European
*wal- (“to be strong”). Appears in Middle English in noun form circa 1250 as cokewald. First known
use of the verb form is 1589.
It's just an insult as any other and has late medieval origins.
>Why is everyone so easily persuaded into everything? Why is everyone lacking on critical and
logical judgemental stance and point of view of expressionism?
LOL.
>YT celebrities who have enormous influence on to younger generations as well
Some like poopiepie are bretty based sometime, but I agree that asymmetrical interactions like in
YT videos create different kind of interactions that symmetrical interactions like on forums and
imageboards, it's more passive and leads to conformism.
>Peoples are forgetting how to laugh nowadays.
Well with that attitude...
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:48:58 No.19809 [D]

>>19811

>>19806
What happened exactly?
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:49:25 No.19810 [D]

>>19812

>>19807
Be aware how everyone is capanle to make an wikipedia page master trolls with minimum effort of
contribution and wiki is not reliable source.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 13:54:46 No.19811 [D]

>>19814

>>19809
Death penalty from justice system, that's all i can tell.
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Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:05:27 No.19812 [D][U][F]

>>19816
File: 182ec3f3db44dc7d7c5a93281e6af2b785556bfde949dc639b725624eae25a84.jpg (dl) (120.03 KiB)

>>19810
Let's see what are YOUR sources then...
>wiki is not reliable source
Wikipedia requires you to link to reliable sources though, these are
the sources to the first link:
https://www.etymonline.com/word/cuckold
https://books.google.com/books?id=O3sBwAAQBAJ&pg=PT191#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8133615.stm
Also I'm pretty sure that Shakespeare used the word cuckold...

Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:09:55 No.19814 [D]

>>19820

>>19811
What I meant to ask was: how did the guy get caught?
Did he share personal informations that made him identifiable?
Did he get baited in clicking a malicious link in clearnet or downloading spyware?
I am genuinely curious.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:17:06 No.19816 [D]

>>19817

>>19812
Try to find a rabbit hole in those things what is interesting to you, after those holes at the end
of the tunnels there is always something good to learn. For some of them you'll have to be
dedicated for one or two months and after the journey, when you realized what is the real truth,
sometimes you can get frustrated because one simple nonsense could lead you to lies and
manipulation over all peoples and none of us can do anything about it no matter how hard we try.
I don't know man, but it totally worth it, we are borned as explorers, so explore on your own and
test your abilities in everything, because when you stop testing yourself, you become slow.
GOOD LUCK M8!
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:20:23 No.19817 [D]

>>19819

>>19816
Who invited this schizo again?
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:25:27 No.19819 [D]
>>19817
I am not a schizo, i am only one ordinary lame nad experienced philosopher.
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Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:37:26 No.19820 [D]

>>19821 >>19824

>>19814
>Did he share personal informations
no
>Did he get baited in clicking a malicious link in clearnet
no
>downloading spyware
it's not that either...
Someone from that group has leaked his ISP, (i didn't know before and i don't know that now how is
that possible) after that some other one has leaked his ISP... some other one has leaked his
several onion mail accounts with 2 different mails from surface web, and that was the time when
the real party started. I'm not telling to every nanon "be careful" for no good reason.
Go there, you'll see bunch of pedophiles and don't try to act heroic, it's none of your business
to catch them.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 14:40:09 No.19821 [D]
>>19820
I apologize for repeating word errors.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 15:04:06 No.19824 [D]

>>19825

>>19820
You know i delve into hacking and doxing too...
>Someone from that group has leaked his ISP
...and that is impossible assuming he was using the hidden service you linked, even the
administrator of an hidden service cannot even any IP, not even tor exit node IP addresses(cause
there is no need for exit nodes in the case of hidden services), let alone real IP addresses. No
IP address = no ISP. Even if you manage to leak a person real IP address and therefore approximate
geolocation and ISP unless you are a government agent it is still very difficult to obtain a
person real identity.
With the information you gave me and assuming who catched him were government agents, what
happened is that probably he gave to somebody his darknet email address and then privately through
social engineering via email they convinced him in joining a clearnet chat or social network or
using clearnet mails.
Otherwise as long as you don't give any personal information, don't give clearnet email, do not
join clearnet chats or social networks and do not visit clearnet websites without tor there is no
way to catch you.
Other than tor zero days, but they never gonna use those for a random guy, they costs too much.
>it's none of your business to catch them
I don't care about pedos.
Nanonymous 2020-02-11 15:07:20 No.19825 [D]
>>19824
>cannot even any IP
<cannot even see any IP
Nanonymous 2020-02-12 16:49:49 No.19847 [D]

>>19848

Got replaced by shital media like FB, snapchat (I know it isnt social media but its nearly the
same thing), tiktok, Reddit and twitter. social media has been a disaster for the internet
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Nanonymous 2020-02-12 16:57:17 No.19848 [D]

>>19853

>>19847
Socialism is cancer, therefore social media is as bad, if not worse than it. It would be nice to
finally have a social media website without posts like: "fuck White people" or "let's eliminate
all non-whites", though.
Nanonymous 2020-02-12 21:20:13 No.19852 [D][U][F]

File: 47c377bb212d8d2135e3f000a3b64e83af9947e7e7179cbeb7022b844b677c19.ogg (dl) (9.10 MiB)

0:00 / 0:00
I very much like AudioScienceReview: https://www.audiosciencereview.com/
It's a brilliant slice of platinum buried under a barren, polluted landscape. The one forum I can
confidently say is superior to others like it, even of old. Never before has the audio enthusiast
had access to such a pool of useful objectivity in audio product reviews, let alone the intriguing
discussion about audio science elsewhere on the forum. While I have many different specific
interests unrelated to and similarly strong as my interest in audio, I always find myself coming
to this forum leaps and bounds more than any non-anonymous other.
>>19804
I like this music, thx for post, may i ask you for source?
Glad you like fren. Here's the source: https://goreshit.bandcamp.com/album/mlsfaw
File in my post you quoted is flac encoded to opus.
Nanonymous 2020-02-12 21:23:21 No.19853 [D]

>>19856

>>19848
here you go: http://lolifuggzi5axn2rmbk44u55zk3zjnbs4vhcruifrgyfpk6mwm4okuad.onion/
Nanonymous 2020-02-12 21:46:22 No.19854 [D]

>>19855

>19848
I dont like them because they took away the "feel" towards the internet before. If the internet
was only for useful things I would not have a problem, however, it's been used by many for nothing
but posting stupid shit.
Forums are interesting because it can be a place of usefulness and you could share information
with each other, with twitter all you get is dumb youtubers thinking they're the hot shit, asking
for donations... That and "memers" posting stupid jokes that arent funny
Nanonymous 2020-02-12 22:10:22 No.19855 [D]
>>19854
>posting stupid shit
>le internet is serious business
Nothing wrong with shitposting fuck off with your utilitarianism, the problem of social media is
that being not anonymous they are all about virtue signalling and make yourself look good, not
about having fun or discussing shit.
People and companies uses social media for the same reasons: advertising themselves.
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Nanonymous 2020-02-12 22:11:32 No.19856 [D]
>>19853
>>The moral of the story is in order to access the H.M.S. Neckbeard, you need to enable
JavaScript.
>using tor
>having javascript enabled
>recommending shit websites
kill thouself
Nanonymous 2020-02-13 09:13:00 No.19860 [D]
>>15523
The problem is the rise of social media and other generalized platforms with sub-communities took
over. (Reddit, Discord, Facebook, etc.) To normalfags, one account lets you read, browse, and
participate seamlessly in dozens of smaller communities through only 1 or a couple outlets rather
then dozens of websites for smaller interests. Forums slowly died off as it became easier to join
centralized groups.
IRC had a similar issue, but being relatively simple and lightweight meant it wasn't killed off as
easily. Mind you, chatrooms like MSN, Skype, Discord, etc. have been far more popular for well
over a decade, but IRC has been serving its own niche just fine. Forums will probably fall into
this too if they haven't already. Sites like Reddit will also lose users in time and become a
niche itself when a new discussion website trends, but I can't even imagine how much worse its
"successor" will be.
Nanonymous 2020-02-13 14:32:58 No.19868 [D]

>>20938 >>21498

>>15523
Blogs are cancer that killed web.
The "writers", actually the dumbest stock of them who couldn't slap an html template in their
browser's webpage editor created demand for webshit monkey wrenches aka "webdevs" who created "web
2.0" as their audience demanded.
First it was Livejournal, half-decent, then all normalfags fucked off to Myspace, and Livejournal
returned back to it's literary origins.
Nowadays all the blogs I see are copy-paste jekyll or some other nuweb static shit with outsourced
or non-existent comment section (usually on Disqus which gets database leaks every quarter, or if
the webshit behind this blog produces interesting article, it also gains comment sections on
hackernews, slashdot and reddit).
There is a random Google Engineer's blog on Dreamwidth (one of le oldschool Livejournal clones
mimicking interface before LJ was bought by KGB) I read from time to time:
https://mjg59.dreamwidth.org
The point is, blogs are inefficient for what they are being used for, most techies use them as
knowledge dumps, fiction waiters are also better off with some wiki/hypermedia publishing platform
(do modern girls write harry potter fanfiction or they are all into tictocs?)
In literal and original sense of this word, retards still do blogpost about what they ate and
where they been on Facebook (nee. project LifeLOG by DARPA, coincidence?) and Instashit, ironic
retards clownpost on twitter. Trannies and zoomer techies use Pleroma/Mastodon as twitter
substitute (they still clownpost there, although it gives more freedom in post length making it
akin to a federated forum/usenet hybrid with Twitter-like vanity features).
Nanonymous 2020-02-14 12:09:10 No.19912 [D]
Forums were run by a different generation. The early internet was mostly geeks and a majority of
people could set up forums, irc servers, whatever. Now the majority on the internet are non
technical and accept faceberk, dicksword, twitster and all the other centralized logged monitored
platforms and will conform to their rules. People arent going to set up and maintain their own
servers if half a dozen people use them.
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>>20028

EMERGENCY NOTE, THIS ISN'T A JOKE
Check out this list of mails nanons, if anyone is on that list, change your password or delete
your mail service.
8nigger here
http://depastedihrn3jtw.onion/show.php?md5=a2556be951b492994fcc1717378d2052
Nanonymous 2020-02-15 19:16:11 No.20028 [D]

>>20030

>>20027
that's a tiny list.
of passwords.

looks like a pre-sale sample.

the real list is likely hundreds of thousands

Nanonymous 2020-02-15 19:25:51 No.20030 [D]
>>20028
I don't know man, but i wouldn't be happy if there was my mail on that list.
Nanonymous 2020-03-16 20:07:07 No.20938 [D]

>>21021

>>19868
Is that the anti-PGP guy (and yes I admit PPG is bad, but so are the alternatives)? He's a fucking
gay retard LARPer. And yes, he's basically the head of hacker culture right now, which is how shit
tech has gotten. He posts some retarded shit that's slightly more correct than the retard shit the
average "hacker" says, and all the retards from the tech industries come and huddle around his
Twitter trying to be cool. And I didn't know he's associated with Google. Just more proof that
everything that comes out of there is trash.
Nanonymous 2020-03-17 06:18:48 No.20952 [D]

>>21021

What's wrong with PGP?
Nanonymous 2020-03-19 13:34:13 No.21021 [D]

>>21806

>>20938
You probably don't remember when it was cool to be a google-boy/girl shilling their products for
free and boasting your gmail invite-only sikrit club address.
>>20952
No forward secrecy, harmful defaults, whereas any double ratchet application just werks without
understanding. PGP was made for encrypting email, email used to be exchanged in manner different
from modern Internet infrastructure that makes very little sense these days, the store-and-forward
method. PGP later acquired unneeded functions for signing files and symmetric encryption further
bloating the original function. Web of Trust barely works and whole thing requires PhD in
cryptography to use. Email itself is a useless shit these days, unless you use the big-four
servers, you're basically ostracized outside this bureaucratic system as "spammer". XMPP exists.
It has the same federation principle as email, but lacks email's problems. All modern messaging
protocols and applications are based on XMPP.
https://longpoke.github.io/f37c5de221cb361db07f046b31047f329ddb2ca2fe3ab5b674c858a6686c5151.html
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=16088036
https://latacora.singles/2019/07/16/the-pgp-problem.html
https://latacora.micro.blog/2020/02/19/stop-using-encrypted.html
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Nanonymous 2020-03-30 20:29:25 No.21498 [D]

>>21499

>>19868
russian livejournal was actually pretty noice, basically like multiuser facebook minus the cattle
(cattle created mindless blogs that nobody ever read)
also funny many of quality memes came one way or another from LJ, for instance COMFY GUY/COMFY
BLANKET is LJ meme
Nanonymous 2020-03-30 20:32:28 No.21499 [D]
>>21498
dogola too btw, the dog's picture was from ru LJ community (i even was in the place where the
photo was taken... unintentionally tho, its a large swamp)
Nanonymous 2020-04-07 21:45:26 No.21803 [D]
pretty sad but the time of the self-made internet intellectuals is over
the same way as legacy media got bought, alternatives did too
Nanonymous 2020-04-07 22:11:41 No.21806 [D]
>>21021
>when it was cool to be a google-boy/girl shilling
Same problem as Facebook. People are true believer slaves to the exclusive club appeal.
Nanonymous 2020-04-12 11:10:37 No.21932 [D][U][F]

>>21942
File: 3f9f8806b3076231e45d8287e4f4f2d7db6e849c3c9e5cdb6fa1f9cbb9234fe5.png (dl) (338.06 KiB)

They're still alive - it's just you that got used to mainstream
social medias that change so quickly that you're barely able to
grasp them. They've changed your perception of reality through these
websites just to lock you in their services to not let you escape
them.
Here's an experiment for you:
>Stop using any fast-moving social medias (including 4chan) for two
weeks
>If you don't manage to do it, repeat until you do
>If you start to feel comfortable with it, start using RSS feeds to catch up with new things on
your favourite slow-moving websites, so you can stop checking out these websites
>Eventually, stop using internet for a whole week, entirely, and then come back to the previous
point - just to let your brain regenerate from that data smog
>If there's still any fast-moving website that you need to use, most probably you'll throw away at
least 90% of content posted there. Learn to program and make a RSS feed daemon to filter out stuff
you don't care about (optional, only for thinkbois)
>welcome back to 2007
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File: a7c4401e62c3692c7dbd095aeaee3b5721f2059c5606cd37b5d69edddc568e5a.jpg (dl) (1008.62 KiB)

>>21932
>They're still alive
Pls post sum links fren.
>it's just you that got used to mainstream social medias
I never used social medias.
4chan is no more of a social media than nanochan is...
No identity, no reward(like, upvotes), nothing social going on, what
are you even talkign about?
Speed has nothing to do with any of this, speed is what made 4chan
/b/ good. Anyway if I was addicted to information speed as you
(wrongly) seem to imply I wouldn't be browsing nano.
>welcome back to 2007
t.zoomer that wasn't around in 2007
at the time 4chan /b/ was bretty fast already, internet was already
fast before social media, it's just that it was more decentralized.
Opinion discarded.
Nanonymous 2020-04-12 21:16:11 No.21952 [D]
>I wouldn't be browsing nano.
<implying you can browse only some media without looking at 4cuck every hour
Nanonymous 2020-04-12 21:16:53 No.21953 [D]
*only slow media
Nanonymous 2020-04-12 21:24:37 No.21954 [D]
>>12952
>implying you can browse only some media without looking at 4cuck every hour
I refresh nanochon way more often than the two 4cuck boards I still browse.
You still haven't posted any links to forums or what you have in your RSS feed, so from here one
I'll assume you are full of shit.
Nanonymous 2020-04-12 21:32:58 No.21955 [D]
(you)
im anotherfag, and what you've said is still stupid
Nanonymous 2020-06-09 03:11:17 No.24248 [D][U][F]

File: 6885c844115ad576e4cd233abef78155aba0815fc2ac7b0167af62b83af918df.jpg (dl) (149.25 KiB)

Reddit is declining, It used to be the 4th largest site now it's the
20th largest site. There's too much censorship and too many copycats
popuped because of it like gab, voat, notabug.io, poal, and Hubski.
I am sure there are others but those are the ones I could think on
top of my head.
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Nanonymous 2020-06-09 03:42:57 No.24250 [D]
Straight up because the medias quick and simple to digest.
>Twitter 140 character cap
>Reddit shitty fucking memes and news headlines
>Instagram some pics with short "witty" captions
>Snapcrap pic with some words and some overlays
Its just the way the markets gone and so people followed the popularity/clout
Nanonymous 2020-06-09 08:35:12 No.24255 [D]
I only used nanochan, retroshare and matrix.
Nanonymous 2020-06-14 02:09:22 No.24509 [D][U][F]

>>24602
File: 0a192a6855cb6a358ebd883a1caf9c8bc36e7842cf4a6068a09fbc2bcfde4d02.jpg (dl) (75.00 KiB)

The only active tech forum I know of is for Linus Tech Tips. I'm sure
recaptcha and cloudflare are used on the site though, but I haven't tested
for them yet.

Nanonymous 2020-06-14 23:31:35 No.24602 [D][U][F]

>>25436
File: 17576ddd5ac04c8ecf790cf471a68a8c26930e4f0dd125b177524c342ff347e3.gif (dl) (489.59 KiB)

I wonder if some country still have forums, Taiwan
still uses BBS for example...
>>24509
>Linus Tech Tips
Gay. Only thing he did right was creating the
Linux kernel. *wink* *wink*

Nanonymous 2020-06-28 18:57:10 No.25436 [D]

>>26402

>>24602
Gooks interchangeably call any messageboard "bbs", it doesn't specifically has to be accessed
through terminal interface, most likely a text board these days.
Forum is not the optimal way of conducting knowledge, and social network groups provide full forum
functionality, so people just make a facebook group for discussion, discord/whatsapp chat for
closer chatroom interaction and twitter feed for public announcements of whatever their topic of
interest is: from politics to basket weaving. If we're talking about generative hobby, they mostly
rehash shit that was discussed and perfected 15-20 years on old web forums or usenet. I regularly
have an idea to download full databases of usenet newsgroups, stack exchange answers and some
niche forums, and use them to search stuff locally because otherwise nothing could be found on the
web without residing to Google sorcery, "privacy respecting" search engines shit out irrelevant
SEO garbage when I need precise result akin to search engine centipedes most of the time.
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Nanonymous 2020-06-30 09:53:21 No.25539 [D]

>>25635

it depends on how you search them. If you are using search engine, Googlag for instance, no matter
directly or through proxy like retardpage of seeeerx you WILL GET BAD RESULTS. Algorithm updates
are shilling big corpo measuring so called website "authority", backlinks,social shares, etc and
you should preferably have hoogletagmanager or jewgle analytics to rank high.
So if you are an independent blog, which refuse to play abovementioned rules you are invisible to
readers from organic search. Bing goes the similar path. Dugduggo crawlers suck and heavily rely
on bing and yahoo. The only solution is direct sharing and possible darknet since clearnet is
doomed and handicapped
Nanonymous 2020-07-02 18:40:43 No.25635 [D]
>>25539
Comparing retardpage to SearX isn't super fair.
Retardpage is just a Google frontend, SearX can search any search engine along with others.
Just use a good instance.
Though the issue of using glowed backends even with the mixedness and
still a shitty patch.

privacy layer of SearX is

So I guess there's always Yacy.
P2P but lacking enough users to make it's results good, unless you crawl a lot yourself.
Nanonymous 2020-07-21 13:09:22 No.26399 [D]
Not really a blog, but kinda. It predates blogs, but the idea is essentially the same. One of
these two links should work, probably...
http://www.oocities.org/southbeach/lights/5427/virgin1.html
http://losernet.tripod.com/virgin1.html
The individual dated posts were originally made on some Usenet newsgroup (can't remember which)
and it would be more authentic to read them via an NNTP client like Pine or Tin, but I don't know
any way to do that. Allegedly some group was archiving the old Usenet in a proper fashion (unlike
google who demand you use their crappy web interface) but I dunno how far they got with that.
Nanonymous 2020-07-21 15:50:18 No.26402 [D]

>>26431 >>26450

>>25436
How would you index the data? It souy like a great idea, but I think it would be tough to make it
searchable. Maybe word vectorization? Does lucene or elastic search do that sort of thing
automatically? I would think that this is a solved problem.
Google actually does OK with plain language queries "how much does x cost" but it has massive skew
toward certain web propeties. You'll get a bad result from Reddit before a good result from Joe
Nobody's WordPress site
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>>26449

>>26402
I'm not a specialist on search engine algorithms, but searching up for word using website's shitty
search field clicking through pages or topics until you find a precise(!) highlighted match
results more productive than doing "site:faggotchan.org file:gayniggers.pdf" with outside search
engine which above all seem to cache and prioritize SEO garbage. grep X from USENET_ARCHIVE on
localhost seems more productive than trying to do the same with DuckDuckGo. Have you ever looked
up a non-computer topic recently (last 5 years) and found serious discussion page or thorough
answer not typed in by young mother or pajeet/ukrainian copywriter on shady looking ad-ridden
blogshit page that is no more than 2 years old? The information bubble is real and darkweb wall of
all these places where apparently most people discuss real world stuff is behind captcha,
javascript, registration forms and ID photo profiling is infuriating.
I can give you an example. There used to be a web forum and blog page for some topic in late
2000's, founders stopped supporting it around 2013. Now their webpage has two links: one to
twitter, another to Discord chat. No wikis, no forum archive (can fish out blog article scraps at
archive dot org, yeah). Who is to blame? Shit unmaintainable forum software and it's devs? Fucking
normies interested in things other than computers and wanting to discuss them online nonetheless,
not letting us fellow nerds watch Chinese cartoons and eat chicken tenders while ricing our Arch
setup amirite? Well guess what, It's much easier and less straining to start a Facebook group or
reddit forum or dickscord "server" than to host a website these days, no fucks by these people
given. They are conformist, normal, we are damaged, obsolete, caring about things like privacy and
technology freedom, pfft: excluded from deteriorating humanity's genepool by half-wit technocratic
elites (rainmen like us, but on the other side of the table), done.
Actually, I recall back in the very days of using Google account, I've had the system tuned so
accurately for me, that I received all the results I needed by typing in a few words of any search
query, right after I got educated on state of things in this technological dystopian world, and
deleted Google services account, I first noticed a slight drop in results quality, I used to
notice one when I had to search up from my grandma's computer at her place, holy shit it spitted
up such garbage even for such simple and strict technical queries as Linux error messages, I can't
even. Then Google "altered" their algorithm somewhere in 2015, and it all went to shitter on all
fronts. Compare this to "privacy respecting search engines" now. The problem with "natural
language queries" is that whatever it tries to be, a conversational agent, is a plain Unixnigger
braindamage from 1960's. I come for a tool to look up data, I want to put up strict queries
(remember when those "dorks" actually worked, huh? People even used to write books about them,
stuff like "How to look up stuff on the Internet by Chris Kaspersky" or some shit like that), I
want it beep-boop and print me answers, I don't need no chit-chat about weather or flirt with a
female robot voice, we thankfully still have real humans for this sort of stuff.
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 12:25:14 No.26444 [D]

>>26448 >>26477

The worst part about normalnigger webapps like discord taking over is that a ton of up to date
info is locked behind those shitholes. I know of several illegal groups that operate only on
discord. Very frustrating on multiple levels here. How has nobody even tried to make a good oss
discord clone that isn't shit.
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 13:49:19 No.26448 [D]
>>26444
>How has nobody even tried to make a good oss discord clone that isn't shit.
Aside from a protocol implementation for the sake of being able to access it, because it's useless
garbage.
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>>26431
i remember when google became a thing
the search engine was a bit better than the rest because it wasnt full of ads and wasnt completely
broken
all these fucking teenyboppers wont shut the fuck up about gmail
after years i ended up switching one of my main email accounts to gmail for some reason
thats the full extent i ever used google
the searches werent broken like you talk about ever, since i never logged in to it and it worked
for me. only in recent years its as bad as you say. also i just never use it because it just
blocks me with this pretentious reason that "it's to protect the users, wouldn't want you to be
able to search freely now"
every single search engine is a giant piece of trash. like you say the most accurate thing they
ever had was dorks. they cant be fucked to provide any real functionality and just want to pretend
to be a Q&A platform for absolute retards about the most mundane topics
btw the privacy circlejerk was there in 2003 or whatever as well: everyone was like "oh noez da
google analytics". which was a real problem since google could be compromised and now all your
user accounts are belong to them
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 14:02:42 No.26450 [D]

>>26464 >>26476 >>26478

>>26402
>Google actually does OK with plain language queries
No, it doesn't. It's basically a pre canned list of questions with hardcoded answers.
>You'll get a bad result from Reddit
No, almost nothing gives you results from reddit. Maybe if you search "natural language" queries
like a retard. Reddit has always been the most irrelevant shit. When I looked up programming stuff
from 2008 to now, I would get a reddit result once every 2 years (and of course then it would be a
bunch of insane irrelevant bullshit).
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 18:58:44 No.26464 [D]

>>26486

>>26450
Everything you said was wrong and retarded.
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 20:29:34 No.26476 [D]

>>26486

>>26450
>When I looked up programming stuff from 2008 to now, I would get a reddit result once every 2
years (and of course then it would be a bunch of insane irrelevant bullshit).
yes instead you get geeksforgeeks and itsfoss, so much more relevant and informative amirite
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 22:00:42 No.26477 [D]

>>26479 >>26486

>>26444
Discord is Uber Slack or Teamspeak+Skype replacement for Gamers. There are two drop-in foss Slack
alternatives: Rocket Chat and Mattermost, also there's Matrix protocol with half of functions
working, Wire and Keybase, half of them do not support calls. Tox is in development hell. See, the
accessibility of technology actually became higher with all the bureaucratic bullshit one has to
endure in order to become an admin, so people are happy to outsource such functions to some
distant company like Discord or Facebook and not worry about technological things anymore.
Remember the selling and shilling point of Discord was inability of "hackers" to discover your IP
and ddos you live on Twitch stream, which Skype allowed eagerly due to it's core peering
technology. The epic decentralization revolution promised by ipv6 has not come yet, and by the
time it comes, Facebook will be your ISP, so there would be no point in having peer-to-peer
communications when everyone interested in them would be able to watch both ends easily.
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>>26486

>>26450
Try searching something non-technological next time. This whole discussion tree is about how web
and associated search engines became absolute shite for finding anything besides techie stuff.
Also, what the fuck is even Pinterest? Sometimes it gives me 90% of images in google or startpage,
even yandex search from pinterest domains. Shiet, this reminds me of mid-2000's doorway scam
pages, you search for something with search engine, it gives you (((optimized))) results first
which are doorway pages, you click on one, and it's filled with machine-generated gibberish with
all the keywords, a bunch of images and of course, ads. The user was supposed to click on ads, and
it was the whole purpose of such racket.
Basically it seems to me that Pinterest, especially since last "optimization" of Google image
searches, is the legalized doorway system which hosts images stolen from other websites (these
websites never ever come up in search queries if you strand a few pages further) with datamining
and ads. Females seem to like it for some reason.
Nanonymous 2020-07-22 22:21:30 No.26479 [D]

>>26484

>>26477
I used Mattermost at one place I was at and it's even worse than Slack. Bloated and shit, the
linux desktop client is a broken electron app that just loads the website, but it can barely get
the settings screen to work.
Unironically imageboards are the best format. Long enough to type and short enough to easily skim
through. Can easily attach files without some gay interface. No retarded bugs like markdown
formatting suddenly shitting itself. All in plain html/json. Maybe someone should make a selfhosted imageboard for companies to use in internal discussion, lel.
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 00:40:45 No.26484 [D]

>>26485

>>26479
Yes, they are. Threaded structure allows coherency and order. Normal people still need voice chats
for quick rundowns. Now you add collaborative document editing and version controlled file
storage, a knowledge base and you get a generic groupware suite like ones offered by Google,
Microsoft.
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 01:00:49 No.26485 [D][U][F]

>>26492
File: 48708d6c96f04a1168e78383aed0513bc4eda9ce730af636ab7d754b1c402e50.jpg (dl) (28.74 KiB)

>>26484
>Normal people still need voice chats
for quick rundowns.
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>>26492
File: bb2cd331c8ef178e9f29900dd950fe8f3ba732a415ec5aaa34b7110bf1fb8aa6.jpg (dl) (67.52 KiB)

>>26464
t. NPLtarded redditor
>>26476
t. projecting buttblasted redditor
>>26478
>Try searching something non-technological next time.
It's the same for medical info too. Same for house construction.
Same with just about anything. Also most Stack Overflow reddit HN
tier programming advice is basically like the "don't wear sunscreen
it causes skin cancer" of programming. Same for history same for
linguistics. What the fuck do you even want that isn't technical, Justin Beevers's latest hair
style? That reminds me, it's the same for hair cutting. If you don't get a 500 year old book as
the first result, it's bullshit. If the info about a subject is changing every day, that means the
info from the previous day was bullshit. More likely what you'll get when you research any topic
is just a bunch of ads for whatever is popular today (and a forum devoted to sucking off the said
companies. lol forums were never good. lol it was the same with newsgroups).
>>26477
there's no escape from jewniggercockware, aside from a full OS/PL rewrite
there can't be 10 languages and a new one every fucking year that nobody ever fully understands
because they're too busy learning 5 other
there can't be a bunch of libtrendywebshit that you have to update every 5 minutes to patch the
latest trendy class of security vulns. libtrendywebshit is what makes everything shit btw. you
open your config file and suddenly part of it is parsed as an emoji and your program no longer
starts (sorry couldnt think of good example, but its that stupid)
there can't be 1000 different libs/langs that all do the same thing and you can't reasonably audit
any amount of software required to be productive because that would require learning the 1000
libs/langs
chat is the most trivial possible thing you can implement
and yet every chat program generation after generation is a miserable pile of garbage (including
IRC, contrary to niggers who think the old days were good. that shit doesnt even have real
authentication, and the e2e crypto shit all had buffer overflow bugs you could find in 3 seconds
of reading the code)
their code is bullfucking shit amateur garbage. literally type <img> in pidgin XMPP mode and the
entire GUI becomes corrupt, even the window decorations. this could be absolved by having a single
OS with one language, and then since we only now have one topic to teach (instead of 15: python,
bash, C, java, XML on wheels, perl, perl 6, perl 7, perl 8, python 4, etc), we can teach niggers
how to program
also the language itself should be free of jewniggercock, such as eval, reflection, broken ass
serialization, etc
there's too much to cover in a post but basically the hax0r community is a bunch of ADD OCD
retards who cant grasp how to have one working OS with a suite of basic communication software
also, consumer crap (slack, skype, discord) are not part of basic communication software
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 04:30:43 No.26492 [D]

>>26496

>>26485
Do you understand that all these chatting protocols: IRC/Jabber/Skype/Discord/Matrix are just a
natural progression above CB radio? You probably don't. First chatroom software was called "CB
Simulator", that's right you dialed into a BBS, navigated into CB Simulator, chose your call sign,
and chatted with people. The only problem was that computers of the time (late 70's) did not
support voice communications, modern computers do, so as a matter of fact instead of using halfassed port of CB radio simulator for Internet aka IRC which behaves like radio, i.e. you turn off
your receiver, you will never hear what others said unless someone makes a recording for you, why
not use a proper voice conferencing software for this purpose?
>>26486
I have noticed that a non-technical but supposedly quality compared to yahoo answers subsection of
Stack Overflow called Stack Exchange which popped out in 2011 stopped being active around 2014.
Where the fuck does everything happen these days? Do people care about anything but spectacle?
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>>26498

>>26492
>IRC/Jabber/Skype/Discord/Matrix are just a natural progression above CB radio?
Well, for IRC maybe. I find that IM is a very different experience than speech because it batches
phrases rather than continuously streaming information. You can read faster or slower than the
speaker and pay attention or not as you see fit. You know the uncomfortable feeling of someone
boring talking at you and having to feign interest? Now you can just type "haha" every 3 minutes,
and boom, problem solved. inb4 nanon is turbochad and just starts yelling faggot at people if they
go a split second without being interesting
Also I've never heard of a convenient system for audio that will let you catch up with messages
you missed in the way that idling on IRC would (or newer IMs showing offline messaging). In theory
you could use voicemail but it's always a pain to use. Maybe because text is 2d but audio is 1d.
>Stack Exchange
Stack Exchange is pretty nice, I've been using many of them since 2012 and even have swag they
sent me back when I cared about contributing. The site pretty much went to shit around 2013-4 as
SO shifted focus from quality userbase and answers to bureaucracy and appealing to the lowest
common denominator. Even so it's still much better than most other resources. For hobby related
sites like crafts, DIY, various software fields you get some pretty knowledgeable people giving
detailed, specific answers written at a high iq level. Unfortunately many sections are small and
you often won't find existing answers, but will have to post and wait.
The "social" sections are pretty gay. All the shit related to politics (politics, history,
religions) is nothing but a cuck competition. Legal and academia are also going in this direction.
Security and Personal finance have been gradually turning into retard helpdesks where people ask
over and over if obvious scams are scams. Subjective sections like parenting, interpersonal,
worldbuilding, writing put reddit to shame.
The site actually has a great system. In the context of a QA site, rep points and the many tiers
of rep benefits SO has is exactly what you need to filter out the noiseposters. However the
achilles heel is sjw and carebear mentality. When you can't flame disingenuous faggots because
being rude is not allowed, it becomes very easy to concern troll and there's no real mechanism to
curtail pajeetposting. Maybe if we ran our own version of the site but without the gay rules, we
could recreate its golden age in the early years.
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 07:10:13 No.26498 [D]

>>26499

>>26496
Chit-chat in electronic form is essentially pointless, it was used as a skeumorph and substitute
for voice communications on mediums with slow bandwidth (computers and modems half a century ago),
a threaded discussion (forum, chan) is better than IMfaggotry by all means. Each person has enough
time to compose a proper message and include all thoughts in it, add media files if necessary, not
emoji stickers or funny picture that add pointless noise making it harder to search stuff in
discussion in retrospective. When a real-time collaboration or exchange of emotions is required,
like real shit real time, a voice comm is superior. Ever wondered why police and military use
walkie-talkies, not walkie-typies? Catching past conversation is as simple as recording one, it
could be done automatically, and exists since radio stations started accepting listener calls,
actually usually not needed since it's either is done for momentarily irrelevant emotional stuff
like voice chat in video game session, or it receives a concrete footprint in version control
system if we talk about document collaboration. Being obsessed with logging everything is what
lead our technocratist society to it's current state.
>if we ran our own version of the site but without the gay rules, we could recreate its golden age
You probably never visited Hidden Answers. Here, have a glance at high IQ onion posting:
http://answerszuvs3gg2l64e6hmnryudl5zgrmwm3vh65hzszdghblddvfiqd.onion/
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>>26504

>>26498
>When a real-time collaboration or exchange of emotions is required, like real shit real time, a
voice comm is superior.
I do both regularly, and this is not necessarily true. Especially when you are multitasking during
said collaboration, or collaboration involves sharing files or text.
>why police and military use walkie-talkies, not walkie-typies?
Because police need to have their hands and eyes free, so they can drive, chase suspects and
defend when attacked. But if your work already involves being at a keyboard, it's less of a
problem.
We could turn the question around and ask, why do software companies still use slack when they
already have phone calls, zoom and email?
>Catching past conversation is as simple as recording one
Catching is easy, but reviewing not so. I find skimming message history to be faster than
listening to voice mails.
>http://answerszuvs3gg2l64e6hmnryudl5zgrmwm3vh65hzszdghblddvfiqd.onion/
<400 Bad Request
rip in piss lil buddy
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 12:07:12 No.26504 [D]
>>26499
>if your work already involves being at a keyboard, it's less of a problem.
If your keyboard is busy being focused on another text input field, then no. If you're drawing a
diagram, then no, if you're playing a gayme, then no.
>why do software companies still use slack when they already have phone calls, zoom and email?
Because it does all the things already in one place, costs nothing, does not require
infrastructure upkeep and has robot plugins for notifications of agile scrum git pajeetware
development process? Companies love spending less money, did you know that?
>I find skimming message history to be faster than listening to voice mails.
Reviewing endless wall of emoji spam and memes in #work_chatroom is nowhere efficient. Reviewing
threaded discussions and checking out updated articles on knowledge base sorted by topics is much
easier.
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 12:34:17 No.26505 [D]
Keyword obfuscation, once the horde of phonetards went online in the early 2010s, all the useful
results started being deluded by their noise or commercial interests catering to them. There are
still forums out there if you know where to look, it depends on the topic. Image searches seem to
have better results, you can easily pick out the refined, cleaned-up commercial graphics from the
more amateur-hobby type pictures. The hobby type pictures will usually be taken by a camera of an
actual project vs the commercialized, object over white background.
For example, I found this website through image search:
http://www.imajeenyus.com/electronics/20151028_smps_variable_voltage/index.shtml
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>>26524

Blogs were murdered by social media, just like forums.
Every retard now just makes a instant messaging app group or social media group with faces
attached. Blogs as social media pages have free hosting, simple and easy to set up. People will
follow and have it on their social media feed, can readily share it with their friends. The ones
outside social media are at a disadvantage.
Same with forums, and forums have it even worse. People already have a social media account, all
they need is click join, and then for the rest of their lives as they're part of such forum
they'll have it constantly on their feed, while someone could just forget of a forum they joined
outside social media.
If you are oblivious of the compromises of social media or have accepted it, it doesn't make much
sense to join a forum outside of it. Same for blogs. You might be too retard to even realize the
implications, just like the "artists" who readily only update their "art" to Facebook only so it
call all be ruined by jpeg artifacts.
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 17:35:24 No.26524 [D]

>>26526

>>26508
Last forum I posted on was doomworld, and they switched to another software a few years ago so I
pretty much quit. The new thing requires javascript browser, has upvotes on every post, and
integrated login from facebook, twitter, google, etc.
On the plus side, I guess that leaves room for an uncucked Doom-related forum, or even a BBS
(might already be some, I don't know).
Nanonymous 2020-07-23 18:08:46 No.26526 [D]

>>26581

>>26524
Doom are pathetic niggers. I went on that and join a server, with some pro ass faggot fighting
some dude and 20 spectators, and I joined and started catching up to him within a few games. It's
no wonder UT99 forums are still on classic invbb phpbb etc. UT99 master race
THE CHAD UT99
>shock combos, piston boost, telefrag, telepunt, dodging
THE VIRGIN DOOM
>HEUU HUEEE HUEE UUGHH OOF HUEE HEUEEU HEEUU OOOF UGGH
THE CHAD UT99
>best post "8-bit" game music of all time
>most aesthetic map design of all 3d games ever
THE VIRGIN DOOM
>shit graphics. shit music. shit aesthetics. cryberpunkxx113377 gay
THE CHAD UT99
>doesnt need patches. bro just install this renderer to your folder and these exes the server
sends you
THE VIRGIN DOOM
MUH CARMACK WOW C0DE WOWOWOWOW MUH INTERPRETRS N SHEEEIT MUH UNLAGGED
THE CHAD UT99
>actually able to move and shit
>players bypass gay weapon switch delays by throwing weapon
THE VIRGIN DOOM
>afraid to walk off a ledge because will lose 1HP
>afraid to jump because a machine gun bullet will deal 1dmg to him from across the map and he will
be knocked off the world
>cannot switch weapons because it will take an hour and even then forum is filled with soyboys
complaining that shit is unbalanced and needs to be nerfed every day LOL I WONDER WHERE CUCKS IN
VIDYA CAME FROM
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>>26554

>popup taking half the page to inform me that a website made after 1990 uses cookies
NOOOOO NOT THE GTA FORUMERINOS
https://gtaforums.com/topic/642312-tell-me-exactly-how-many-cars-i-have-to-blow-up/#comments
Nanonymous 2020-07-24 06:05:59 No.26554 [D]

>>27145

>>26531
Blame EU bureaucrats.
Nanonymous 2020-07-24 16:32:55 No.26581 [D]
>>26526
Well I don't play online, just single-player wads. So the forums were just for talking about the
game, finding good wads to play, and occasionally participating in a community project (I made
some maps and tested other people's maps).
Nanonymous 2020-07-28 01:42:53 No.26749 [D]
I made a forums lol.
Tor: http://us3xsdrhmhk4h3bkuq7ttkp6pocs4726esycpgwtogrpu3nfjj6eroqd.onion
I2P: http://dq65yxqpp6gcyo53y53eqouijhy7ameqxkcjthkr7wpfusqppxma.b32.i2p
Nanonymous 2020-07-28 03:57:49 No.26754 [D]

>>27148

I think it is an economic problem. Back in the day people could afford hosting their own sites.
Then more people had to devote advertising space to their sites to help pay for it. Then piracy
laws came and made the just completely shut down or have 24 hour moderation. Then the deathnel
was when big internet companies starting offering their own walled-in-garden hosting (biggest
offender being google), especially ones that didn't charge you because you were exchanching you
and your users' data.
Nanonymous 2020-07-29 16:36:52 No.26823 [D]
I don't think it has anything to do with economical problem. Hosting a website is even more
cheaper to do than ever before. The reason why there is no more site is simply that they were
forgotten. Bigger site took their places and most of the remaining forum left are lock behind iron
curtain.
Nanonymous 2020-08-02 02:00:32 No.27024 [D][U][F]

File: 2ab2b30bb5af9b3f18e36b78e1f59832cfa3fd0cf1ec769b8cd2629030d48f1c.png (dl) (78.35 KiB)

didn't read but reddit is ass-crack
...and i don't have any suggestions,
because i don't read.
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>>27166
File: 0aa5f0a43312f2c48f8dc4db92ba746f298d59fbf7a53245905f9f9cfdc10a4d.jpg (dl) (113.99 KiB)

Still have all these in my bookmarks. Feels bad, man. How am I ever going to
make my own d6-only variant of 1981 B/X D&D now?
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=philosophy&action=display&thread=147&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion
- All d6 OD&amp;D</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=workshop&action=display&thread=1182&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion
- More Medieval D&amp;D: Averoigne</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=philosophy&action=display&thread=1380">Original D&amp;D Discussion Armor Class Control</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=supplements&action=display&thread=1451">Original D&amp;D Discussion Solo D &amp; D idea</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=workshop&action=display&thread=1407">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Example Wilderness Map
and Megadungeon Campaign</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=menmagic&action=display&thread=443&page=2">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Angry rant about
hit dice</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=menmagic&action=display&thread=855">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Saving Throws on 2d6</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=menmagic&action=display&thread=419&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion - In defense of the
original HD system</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=monterstreasure&action=display&thread=901">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Variable
Monsters</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=adventures&action=display&thread=226">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Random Wilderness
Mapping - How do you do it?</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=menmagic&action=display&thread=1095">Original D&amp;D Discussion - OD&amp;D spells I have
removed from my game</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=adventures&action=display&thread=786&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion - The Wilderness
Architect</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=general&action=display&thread=1033&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Help with a castlebuilding hex-crawl campaign?</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=blackmoor&action=display&thread=989">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Gonzo DMing</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=blackmoor&action=display&thread=687&page=1">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Dave Arneson's
House Rules</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=philosophy&action=display&thread=1272">Original D&amp;D Discussion - An Evil Idea is
Brewing....</A>
<DT><A HREF="http://odd74.proboards76.com/index.cgi?
board=workshop&action=display&thread=522">Original D&amp;D Discussion - Assembling Your Little
Brown Books</A>
Nanonymous 2020-08-04 02:28:49 No.27145 [D]
>>26554
Oh I'm blaming someone. Their name starts with neckb.
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>>26754
This is a big problem in all corners of the economy except for the mega monopolists. The more the
middle class shrinks, the less alternatives.
Nanonymous 2020-08-04 10:30:26 No.27166 [D]

>>27407

>>27144
Ah well looks like the board is still alive in some form at http://odd74.proboards.com/ but none
of the links map to an existing thread that I can tell. Maybe they started over from scratch at
some point and all the old stuff is gone. I see old posts from 2007 or so, but when it must have
been at least a years earlier that I bookmarked those links.
Anyway there seems to be a bunch of other forums on the proboards.com site.
Nanonymous 2020-08-09 02:44:22 No.27407 [D]
>>27166
appears to be flared by some kinda "ddos protection" meme, sad
Nanonymous 2020-09-02 22:01:05 No.27874 [D]

>>27878

Dollars: http://dollarseraw6lxja.onion/
Nanonymous 2020-09-03 02:04:54 No.27878 [D]
>>27874
Password?
helooooooooooo help 2020-09-07 04:14:57 No.28107 [D][U][F]

>>28174
File: c4f9841875e5b6f6661a440161216ce29783434fb60df56499104a25f53a2acf.jpg (dl) (30.31 KiB)

Help me to complete a mission? follow me on TWITCH please! Only this! THANK
YOU VERY MUCH! https://www.twitch.tv/lorram_okida

Nanonymous 2020-09-08 01:05:41 No.28174 [D]
>>28107
fuck off normie glownigger
Nanonymous 2020-09-11 05:07:10 No.28307 [D]
don cry, go sub. fuck yourself ,
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>>15616
Whore... Whore never changes...
(can't resist)
A link for OP :
http://62gs2n5ydnyffzfy.onion/
(it's underground :D )
information Nanonymous 2020-10-16 10:49:32 No.29890 [D]
I'm looking for a community of anonymous explorers or adventures does anyone know where to find
them ?
Nanonymous 2020-11-14 07:21:33 No.31641 [D]

>>31747

bog of an openbsd dev: flak.tedunangst.com
Nanonymous 2020-11-15 19:32:07 No.31747 [D][U][F]

File: 5e1537740e64fa90127b3de896343a000254565c91f8ec78e07de126f47fd7d4.png (dl) (52.70 KiB)

>>31641
>I got an iPhone X with the new gesture interface a while ago. My One Plus 7
Pro updated to Android 10
>I’ve had an iPhone for many years, and an iPad for not quite as long.
People would tell me I should switch to Android. I thought they were crazy.

Nanonymous 2020-12-06 03:14:59 No.33107 [D]
>>15584
Your probably autistic or nuerodivergent. You don't give off body language side channels so people
immediately act mean and hostile to you, and eventually you'll be fired for some made up reason.
At least that's the case here.
Nanonymous 2020-12-14 00:04:10 No.34204 [D]
freepo.st

>>34248
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File: 260c55fcf6d1f1481ffe59329b3fe44329d8730e3f28cbedff2c296836230a58.jpg (dl) (183.97 KiB)

>>34204
>reddit tier
>more dead than nano
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